LMF House Meeting [3/6/2016]

Full house list: Sasha Steven Lotta Fiona Jacob Mary Sarah Alyssa Ben Charlotte Daniela Elisa Elise Jesse Pond Sofi Ju Bidisha Diana Xavi Nancy Tiffany Rebecca Helmuth Emily Brittany Jordyn Colleen

Absent: Steven* Lotta* Mary Charlotte* Elisa* Elise* Sofi Ju Brittany

Tardy: Bidisha*

* denotes excused

President Sasha. How do people feel about new nettoyage system? General consensus: positive. Xavi thinks we should reward people who do extra work somehow by having some people not do any. Elections coming up - will be a nomination sheet put up. Please take a look at different positions, think about running. Thanks to Jacob for setting up printer (Sarah: we can steal paper from desk).

Secretary Daniela: Proposals for elections: 1) White ballot if only one candidate 2) Google Docs for voting - I will set up. General consensus to use

Fud Studs Jesse and Sarah: Still dirty dishes in broken dishwasher, please wash some! Complaints lately of not enough food at dinner (fluctuations of number of people in house/showing up to dinner). Fud studs will send out census, YOU MUST fill it out! Also we have been eating crazy amounts of rice, plz be reasonable about rice eating. Doc posted with reference guide for making menu. PLEASE use ingredients as listed on table on top of menus. Stuff on lower shelves is fair game. Don’t take extra things on upper shelves!

VP Elisa (in absentia): Be sure to fill in housing request form.

REX Chairs. REX!

CPW Chairs Elisa, Daniela, Bidisha, Helmuth. Will have Pretzels and Pastries, Soiree de Cheese and Teas, and dinner. Please help out and sign up to host prefrosh!

Sports Chairs Bond. Brutally lost yesterday. Come play table tennis with us!

Social Chairs Emily and Fiona. Come to our social events, they’re lots of fun! Will have another Tosci’s night and a Boba night, singing will happen at 7:00 on Saturdays. Send ideas for pre- and post-Semiformal activities.
**Education Chair Elisa** (in absentia): French Brunch is a thing! Should trade off cooking.

**Tech Chair Jacob.** Printer works (and scans), turn on and off if it doesn’t work. Clear away papers. Don’t unplug HDMI from TV Lounge computer.

**Enviro Chair Jesse and Mary.** Composting may be happening? Plants are sad, we water them every once in while. Water the basil if you remember to.

**NH Rep Emily.** Summer storage - every house needs a storage chair. Probably will have storage, but ONLY in closets. Storage chair will go through closets and inventory by April 5. Sasha volunteers for downstairs closet, Fiona and Ben for upstairs. Admin wants us to take PartySafe Plus training, will give us $$ if enough of us do it. If something breaks at night and it is urgent, call F-IXIT for urgent report.

**GRT Rebecca.** Chat with Rebecca if you are stressed. Reminder that thefts happened a couple years ago - be careful leaving door open. Thanks for people who came to study break the other day. Person in charge of communication for French Cultural Center is Rebecca’s cousin, say hi if you come by, will try to establish relationship - talk to me if you want to help. Rebecca wants to organize field trip to Ikea on a weekend! Lots of people interested.

**Taking leftovers:** Reminder from Fiona that if you take leftovers, please only take one day’s worth at a time - everybody is paying for the meal.